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 remote management

PoweR line Intelligent 
Metering Evolution

The PRIME remote management system represents the start of an important technological 
leap for reading and managing electrical energy meters. 

It has long been looking for solutions that would make possible to use the electrical network 
as a communication medium. Until now, the advantages of being able to use existing cables 
have been jeopardised by the difficulties of controlling the hostile environment of the network, 
in which impedance is unpredictable because there is no way of knowing the connected loads 
at any moment, and transient or permanent electrical noise can distort the signals used as a 
communications support.
 
The PRIME remote management system is the technological solution that enables robust and 
reliable use of the electrical network as a communication medium, by making energy meters 
a part of the network, instead of an isolated element.

PRIME promotes an open public system with an open source telecommunications architecture 
for giving shape to new AMM functions that enable constructing Smart Grids, the new electrical 
networks of the future.

PRIME is based on OFDM multiplexing in the CENELEC A band. The ultimate goal of PRIME 
is to establish a complete group of international standards to enable interoperability between 
devices and systems of different manufacturers.
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Advantages of the  system  

Remote management system

1. Billing process
The remote management system with PLC PRIME communications makes it possible to 
automatically control the energy meter reading process, thereby eliminating errors and 
reducing energy meter management costs.

2. Power management
The concentrator makes possible a precise prediction of energy demands in each time band 
based on information received from the energy meters. This streamlines management of the 
generating capacity of the electrical distributors.

3. Technical management
The system has many features for facilitating technical maintenance of the installations, 
among which we would mention efficient control of technical losses and losses due to fraud; 
remote connection and disconnection of the energy supply to the end user; the possibility 
of remote technical analysis of the electrical parameters of any user without physical 
intervention; and remote configuration of the contracted power for each client.

4. Complex tariff system
The new generation of energy meters can control flexible tariffs that measure energy 
consumption during different periods. In this way distributors can design domestic contracts 
to apply tariffs according to real energy costs, and also adapt the tariffs of each client to 
market demands remotely.

PLC coms

Ethernet

CIRWATT B200RCP
Single phase meter

+
SGE-SBT

SGE-PLC1000
SGE-QNA

SGE series

CIRWATT B410RCP
Three phase meter

LM6I2O PRIME
Pulse concentrator
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The concentrator is the device that reads the energy meters connected to a single or three 
phase low voltage network. The PRIME SGE-PLC1000 or SGE-PLC50 concentrator is 
typically installed in the transformer station with a three-phase connection to the low vol-
tage network. This enables the remote management of energy meters either by reading 
the information they supply or by sending orders that these types of devices can execute, 
for example, changing tariffs, activating the circuit breaker, etc.
 
The CIRCUTOR PRIME series SGE concentrators are modular and scalable, and can 
be installed on a DIN rail or base panel. The concentrator configuration can be increased 
simply by adding new modules such as LV supervisors, secondary concentrators, or input 
management devices. No configuration whatsoever is required to increase the features of 
a device that is already installed, because the new modules are automatically detected.

Modular measuring 
concentrator for 
telemanagement

 Concentrator 

SGE-PLC1000 / SGE-PLC50
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Technical features

Modules

Applications
As it is a Plug & Play system, CIRWATT energy meters or other energy meters equip-
ped with PRIME technology are automatically detected by the SGE-PLC concentrator. 
With the user configurable task manager through a web site, this device enables 
downloading all available data in the energy meter memory, such as, the energy 
load profile, events or billing closures. The SGL-PLC concentrator also offers the 
possibility of automatically sending this information to an ftp server.

In addition, it offers various specific functions to manage the electrical energy de-
mand, loss control and fraud detection, or energy balances. All of these options can 
be used for preventive maintenance and detailed monitoring of the behaviour of the 
distribution grids.

Power Supply
Working voltage 100 V to 240 V
Consumption ~7 W and ~13 VA

PLC - Electrical Network Communications
Type OFDM with repeater 

system (PRIME)
Hardware CENELEC band A
Connection 4 wires (3 phases + Neutral)

Data Memory
Type FLASH (industrial SD card) 
Capacity 512 Mb

Operating system
Type Embedded PC
O/S Linux

Communications ports
Ethernet Port RJ-45, IEEE 802.3, 10/100 Mb
Serial port RS-485

Screens for viewing web data.

If we add a LV supervisor module (SGE-SBT) to a PRIME con-
centrator, we will have a consumption totalizer of the transfor-
mer it is connected to, making it possible to determine the value 
of the losses of the transformer substation.

The SGE-PLC concentrator is equipped with an Ethernet com-
munications port that enables us to interact with the device 
through access to a Web site or through Web Service com-
mands. The concentrator is also equipped with an RS-485 
service port that is used to control some internal device para-
meters. If, for instance, a 3G modem is available, the SGE-3G 
router modem with Ethernet connection could be connected to 
this port, thus enabling remote access to the same functions 
available by local.

CIRCUTOR has developed two solutions based on the PRIME 
concentrators. One is oriented towards urban centres, where 
we generally find centralised energy meters which mean a lar-
ge volume of devices per transformer. In this case the SGE-
PLC1000 model should be used. The other is for decentralised 
rural areas, with outdoor transformers on pole and dispersed 
energy meters, for which the SGE-PL50 is the best concentra-
tor. The main difference is the device management capacity, 
given that the SGE-PLC50 is oriented towards transformer 
stations or outdoor transformers with a maximum of 50 energy 
meters.

Code Type Description

Q45505 SGE-PLC50 Concentrator for maximum 
of 50 energy meters.

Q45508 SGE-PLC1000 Concentrator for managing 
more than 50 energy meters.

Q45507 SGE-SBT LV Supervisor

Q45406 SGE-PLC1000S Additional concentrator for 
dual output transformer

Q45501 SGE-ED Digital inputs
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Energy meters for 
residential applications

 Residential energy meters

Residential energy meters

Residential energy meters represents the largest volume 
of devices to be controlled by the utilities. The PRIME sys-
tem offers the most efficient management for this type of 
energy meter.

B200RCP / B410RCP
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Technical features

Applications
CIRCUTOR has developed both single and three phase meters with PRIME 
communications for residential supplies.

The main features are as follows:

 y Active and reactive energy measuring, capable of distinguishing between 
consumed and generated energy. 

 y Possibility of obtaining information on energy consumption remotely, thus 
eliminating errors associated with manual readings and avoiding the need to 
make estimates readings.

 y Internal circuit breaker with two important functions. Thanks to the first, the 
utility can remotely disconnect and reconnect the electric supply of any 
customer. The second is associated with power limits, making it possible to 
program the contracted power in any energy meter so that if consumption 
exceeds this value the energy meter itself interrupts the electric supply. To 
restore the supply, a security operation must be carried out consisting in 
opening the general switch. In that instant the energy meter detects the open 
circuit and re-establishes the supply.

 y The device has an internal memory for registering a load profile, with a depth of 
up to three months if, for example, an hourly record is programmed. With this 
information the utility can identify consumption habits and adjust its generating 
capacity to real demand.

Power Supply Single-phase Three-phase
Rated voltage 230 Vac 3 x 127 (230) V - 3 x 230 (400) Vac
Consumption <2 W; < 10 VA <2 W; < 10 VA
Frequency 50 Hz or 60 Hz 50 Hz or 60 Hz

Current measurement
Nominal current 10 A 10 A
Maximum current 60 A 100 A

Accuracy class
Active energy EN 50470 - Class B / IEC 62053-21 (class 1)
Reactive energy IEC 62053-23 - Class 2

Clock
Accuracy (EN 61038) < 0.5 sec/day at 23 ºC

Cut off relay
Type 2 phases 3 phases

Models
Code Type Description
QB3B0M10 212-ES4A-B0B13 Single phase meter, with circuit breaker
QB3B3M10 212-ES4A-BFB13 Single phase meter, with circuit breaker and tariff indicator relay
QB4M0 410-QD1A-B0B12 Three phase meter, with circuit breaker
QB4M1 410-QD1A-B3B12 Three phase meter, with circuit breaker and tariff indicator relay
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The CIRCUTOR PRIME remote management system not only 
provides a robust solution for managing residential energy me-
ters, but it also allows integrating direct and indirect (CT con-
nection) industrial energy meters.

Energy meters for 
industrial applications 
and SMEs

 Industrial energy meters 

Light industry meters
B410DP / B410TP
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Applications
Although the remote management systems originally came about as an effective 
response for reading and managing residential energy meters, it is logical to think 
that in a second phase or even within the initial project, we would we set ourselves a 
goal of taking advantage of all the resources already deployed to integrate industrial 
energy meters connected to the same low voltage network.

CIRCUTOR has integrated PRIME communications in the direct and indirect three-
phase energy meters. By incorporating this type of client, completes the remote 
management of all supplies connected to one power station. This results in a more 
complete energy balance because readings are available from both residential and 
industrial energy meters, thus providing more precise information about technical 
and non-technical losses.

Technical features
Power Supply Direct Indirect
Rated voltage 3 x 230 (400) Vac 3 x 230 (400) Vac
Consumption <2 W; < 10 VA <2 W; < 10 VA
Frequency 50 Hz or 60 Hz 50 Hz or 60 Hz

Current measurement
Nominal current 10 A 5 A
Maximum current 100 A 10 A

Accuracy class
Active energy EN 50470 - Class B / IEC 62053-21 (Class 1)
Reactive energy IEC 62053-23 - Class 2

Clock
Accuracy (EN 61038) < 0.5 sec/day at 23 ºC

Battery
Type Lithium
Service life > 20 years at 30 ºC

Models
Code Type Description
QB4N0 410-QD1A-B0B10 Direct measurement
QB8I0 410-QT5A-B0B10 Indirect measurement  

(CT connection)
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Remote management 
accessories

 System accessories 
CIRCUTOR offers a full range of accessories, from current transformers used for in-
direct energy meters; overvoltage protections that optimise the lifespan of our devices 
against electrical disturbances; 3G modems that make it possible to integrate con-
centrators into communications networks; SoftWatt PRIME parameterisation software 
for configuring parameters; optical sondes for reading devices locally; and specific 
solutions for reading pulses emitted by gas and water meters.
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SoftWatt PRIME software is an application made for utilities and energy distributors, 
which helps configure all parameters related to tariffs, measurements and commu-
nication of energy meters with PRIME protocols. SoftWatt PRIME is compatible 
with all PRIME devices, both single-phase and three-phase. The main functions are:

 y Configuration of contracts, holidays and contracted power
 y Circuit breaker and LCD display configuration
 y Load profiles, events and bill downloading

SoftWatt 

The ST family of protectors contains a complete range of compact pro-
tectors. It is specifically designed to provide full and effective protection 
against transitory overvoltages in the electrical network. Correct protec-
tion is obtained with the scaling concept, adapting protection levels to 
the installation point where they are installed and the different loads con-
nected in the installation. These protectors have a dynamic disconnecter 
for separating the protection element from the network when the element 
is no longer effective. The STT series contains class II protectors with 
different discharge capacities: 15 kA and 40 kA , with 8/20µs curve. This 
protection can be installed in the concentrator and router (STM model) 
power supply, as well as to protect the three-phase coupling of the con-
centrator (STT model).

Models

Overvoltage protection

Code Type Description
P40522 STM-40/230 Single pole overvoltage protector.
P40531 STT-15/400 Three pole overvoltage protector.
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The SGE-3G is the CIRCUTOR modem router. It is designed to communicate 
with PRIME concentrators and energy meters through RS-232, RS-485 or 
Ethernet. The main features of the modem are the possibility of communi-
cating with EDGE / HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access), and con-
figuring the connection for both fixed IP or dynamic IP (via dynamic routing 
services). Full SGE-3G modem configuration is carried out through its own 
Web site.

The CIRCUTOR family of low voltage current transformers offers different 
models to meet the needs of the utilities.

The standard transformers for official measurements are the TRMC 210 and 
TRMC 400, 10 VA class 0.5S (or 0.5). CIRCUTOR has also developed a range 
of reduced power transformers (2.5 VA), which guarantee the same accuracy 
at a much more competitive price. 

As an alternative solution to current transformers, CIRCUTOR offers a new, 
more compact range of TRMC-X3 (2.5 VA and class 0.5S) transformers at 
a much more accessible price, that integrates three current measurement 
transformers in a single mechanical support for easier assembly and optimi-
sed features, while maintaining the measuring reliability that characterises 
these elements.

+ for more information go to www.circutor.com

3G / GPRS modem router

Current transformers

SGE series

CIRWATT

Central
Offices

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC50SGE-3G

3G

RS-485

So�WattPRIME

Code Type Description
Q30230 SGE-3G/GPRS Modem-router 3G/GPRS
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The LM6I2O PRIME is a device for controlling impulses coming from external 
elements. Its inputs are designed in accordance with standard EN62053-31 
and it is possible to control 2 relay outputs for managing external operations. 
This device can be integrated into a PRIME remote management network. The 
LM6I2O is the ideal device for installations which require metering external 
pulses generated by other energy meters that are not equipped with PRIME 
communication, as well as gas or water meters with pulse outputs. The device 
also generates absolute daily summaries of each meter value and monthly 
billing closure.

CIRCUTOR has designed an optical reader which is an indispensable acces-
sory for the reading or local configuration of PRIME energy meters. 

CIRCUTOR offers two different models for RS-232 or USB communications 
interfaces.

LM6I2O 

LOC Optical Reader

Models

Code Type Description
Q30301 LOC-RS RS-232 optical reader
Q30302 LOC-USB USB optical reader

PLC coms

Ethernet

+

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC1000

QNA 500

SGE series

Code Type Description
Q30219 LM6I2O - PRIME Pulse concentrator with PRIME communications
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Compact solutions for 
transformer substations
Indoor

TS management cabinets
CIRCUTOR provides a complete solution for the management of transformer stations. The 
cabinets contain all of the necessary elements for remote management of the concentrator 
and connected energy meters. There are also protection and measurement elements installed 
that make a robust and reliable cabinet.
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Indoor cabinets
Interior cabinet with an SGE-PLC1000 concentrator and SGE-SBT supervisor. The 
cabinet is also equipped with an SGE-3G modem router for remote access, bipolar 
or tetrapolar transient overvoltage protection, a drawout terminal block for measuring,  
circuit breaker for measurement and protection.

The cabinet is available in polyester with a roof (also for outdoors) or double insula-
ted enclosures with transparent and folding covers. Both cabinet types have space 
enough for adding modules such as a second concentrator for measuring a second 
transformer, digital input modules and a three-phase power supply.

Models
Description Box type Modem Concentrator Supervisor Transformers Circuit breaker
CMBT PRIME CT 6 Polyester SGE-3G SGE-PLC1000 SGE-SBT - -

CMBT PRIME CT 6A Double isolating SGE-3G SGE-PLC1000 SGE-SBT - -

CMBT PRIME CT 7 Polyester - SGE-PLC1000 SGE-SBT - -
CMBT PRIME CT 7A Double isolating - SGE-PLC1000 SGE-SBT - -

Cabinet ELEMENTS
•	 PRIME concentrator (SGE-PLC1000 or SGE-PLC50)
•	 LV supervisor meter (SGE-SBT)
•	 Modem/router 3G/GPRS (SGE-3G)
•	 Overvoltages protector
•	 Check terminal block, 10 elements
•	 MCB 2 and 4 poles
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Compact solutions for 
transformer substations
Outdoors

TP management cabinets
CIRCUTOR has also developed a robust management solution for pole-mounted 
transformers. 

The solutions for outdoor cabinets are similar to the interior solutions, but with the 
option of adding an enclosure that includes the measuring transformers, both the 
conventional TRMC model and the compact TRMC-X3 solution. A switch can also be 
installed for load cut-off 
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Models
Description Box type Modem Concentrator Supervisor Transformers Circuit Breaker
CMBT PRIME PT 3 Polyester SGE-3G SGE-PLC50 SGE-SBT TRMCX3 4x250A

CMBT PRIME PT 4 Polyester - SGE-PLC50 SGE-SBT TRMCX3 4x250A

CMBT PRIME PT 5 Polyester SGE-3G SGE-PLC50 SGE-SBT TRMCX3 -
CMBT PRIME PT 6 Polyester - SGE-PLC50 SGE-SBT TRMCX3 -

Outdoor cabinets
LV measuring cabinet, for assembly on external transformer poles (TP) with an SGE-
PLC50 concentrator and SGE-SBT energy meter supervisor. An optional SGE-3G 
modem-router can also be included for remote access. Overvoltage protections and 
a drawout terminal block are also integrated for accessing the supervisor energy 
meter terminals. The cabinet is equipped with a second enclosure for the SGE-SBT 
measuring monitor, which includes copper busbars and TRMC-210 200/5A current 
transformers. 

There is also an option for replacing the TRMC 210 transformer model with the new 
TRMC-X3 and a load cut-off switch for currents ranging from 125 A to 400 A. 

The concentrator enclosure has space available for adding additional modules, such 
as a second concentrator, supervisor or digital input modules.

Cabinet ELEMENTS

•	 PRIME concentrator (SGE-PLC1000 or SGE-PLC50)
•	 LV supervisor meter (SGE-SBT)
•	 Modem/router 3G/GPRS (SGE-3G)
•	 Overvoltages protector
•	 Check terminal block, 10 elements
•	 MCB 2 and 4 poles
•	 Load circuit breaker
•	 3 transformers TRMC 210 ó TRMCx3
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PLC coms

PLC coms

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC50SGE-3G

QNA-500

Ethernet

PLC coms

Ethernet

CIRWATT B410TP
Indirect meters CIRWATT B410DP

Direct meters

CIRWATT B200RCP
Single phase meter

LM6I2O PRIME
Pulse concentrator

CIRWATT B200RCP
Single phase meter

SGE series

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC1000

QNA-500

SGE series

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC1000

QNA-500

SGE series

CIRWATT B410RCP
Three phase meter

3G

+

Complete Remote 
Management  
System 

Industrial application

Urban application
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PLC coms

PLC coms

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC50SGE-3G

QNA-500

Ethernet

PLC coms

Ethernet

CIRWATT B410TP
Indirect meters CIRWATT B410DP

Direct meters

CIRWATT B200RCP
Single phase meter

LM6I2O PRIME
Pulse concentrator

CIRWATT B200RCP
Single phase meter

SGE series

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC1000

QNA-500

SGE series

SGE-SBT
SGE-PLC1000

QNA-500

SGE series

CIRWATT B410RCP
Three phase meter

3G

+

Rural application

CIRCUTOR has developed a full range of devices based on the PRIME system, 
offering compact solutions for industrial, urban and rural applications. A large part 
of this effort has been focused on the design of the concentrator as the key element 
for providing the best system management solution in each place. The main keys to 
the success of this device are its compact and modular design which facilitates its 
installation and subsequent expansion of its features, even after installation.

CIRCUTOR is already proposing more extensive solutions so that indirect measuring 
energy meters for industrial installations can form part of the system.
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